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WP2P

WP2P

WP2P WP2P

(Micropayment) 

(micropayment) (macropayment)

[22]

(

)

(online) (offline) [47]

( )

( double spending)

macropayment system (reliability)
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macropayment system

[47]

[47]

MP3 E-newspapers

iTunes Music Store

(99 )

micropayment system

” ” micropayment system

(micropayment schema)

[10]

1. Money generation 

(broker)

debit-based approach

(customer)

credit-based 

approach

(redemption)
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2. Double spending detection 

double 

spending double spending detection

3. Redemption 

4. Notion of time 

(validity)

5. Pay-before or pay-after 

micropayment schema

1. PayWord 

PayWord[39] 1996

paywords

2-2-1 PayWord protocol [39,47]

2-1- 1 PayWord protocol[47] 
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Certificate request 

(certificate) IP (PK)

payword payword

Transaction 

n

(hashing) n(w1,w2,..,wn with root w0)

payword chain(wi = h(wi+1), where i=n-1,n-2,...0) w0

payword payword chain

payword (wi) hashing

payword (wi-1) n hashing w0

payword

commitment payword chain commitment

payword chain w0

payword chain w0

commitment payword chain

hashing payword chain

Redeem paywords 

payword

( commitment )

commitment payword chain

( wn) commitment

PayWord
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credit-based approach

PayWord

payword payword

payword PayWord

(overspending)

2. PPay

PPay [7] 2003

(

double spending) PPay

(float, self-managed 

currency) A PPay B 10

B C

B ” ”

C PPay

B A C

PPay protocol

Currency request 

ID
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PPay debit-based approach

Transaction 

(assignment)

assignment

ID( B)

A U

1(seq1) A B

B assignment ID

assignment U U A

B 2(seq2) assignment

B U

Redemption 

PPay

PPay double

spending

PPay
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assignment double

spending

3. Others

PayWord PPay

Micromint[39] Netcents[44]...

PPay PayWord

(anonymity)

(untraceability) Daniel [11]

(payer-payee anonymity)

PayWord

PayWord overspending

PayWord

overspending

( split ID)

double spending double payment

2-1-2
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2-1- 2 PayWord [11] 

WP2P

WP2P PayWord

hashing PayWord credit-based

PPay debit-based

PPay WP2P

PayWord PayWord

debit-based PPay

hashing

PayWord

PayWord PPay WP2P

WP2P PayWord

WP2P
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(Pricing Strategy) 

WP2P

(content) (service)

1.

(

)

2. (experienced goods) 

(intangibility)

(inseparability) (heterogeneity) (perishability) [33]

1. (intangibility)
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( )

[14]

2. (inseparability) 

(on-demand services)

3. (heterogeneity)

[15]

4. (perishability)

” ”(expiration)
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( )

[35] Jennifer(1995)

[20]

1. ( ... )

2. ( ... )

3. ( )

[46] (cost-based

pricing) (demand-based pricing)

(competition-based pricing)

(cost-based pricing) 

(minimum 

acceptable price)

...

Lillien

Kolter(1983)

[27]
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(demand-based pricing) 

(perceived value)

(willingness-to-pay, WTP)

Value-based pricing

[9] Nimer 1975

WTP

(competition-based pricing) 
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going-rate pricing

( )

(price competition)

[23]

2-2-1

2-2- 1
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[29]

( Derivative following[37])

[48]

[17] (1)

(2) (3)

[18]

(e-market)
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[37] 

( )

[4]

[40] WP2P

(heterogeneous)

value-based pricing

[21]

value-based 

pricing
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value-based pricing

WP2P

—

WP2P

WP2P

WP2P

--

(WTP)

WP2P (

) (

)

WP2P

(

value-based pricing )
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(Negotiation)

Guttman Maes 1998 (Market

Framework) 2-3-1

(double auction)

2-3- 1 (Market Framework) [21] 

(conflict) ”

”[6]

[19]  pure conflict pure coordination mixed motive

pure conflict 

pure conflict (payoff)

(distributive 

negotiation)
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(game 

theory) (distributive negotiation)

(zero-sum game) (distributive negotiation)

(single-issue)

(dimension ... )

(distributive negotiation)

(win-lose)

pure coordination mixed motive 

pure coordination

mixed motive

pure conflict pure coordination

pure conflict (high price)

(low quantity)

(low price & high 

quantity) (integrative negotiation) pure coordination

mixed motive

(tradeoff)

(non zero-sum game)

(integrative negotiation) (multiple-issue)
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(positive bargaining 

zone) (win-win)

(integrative negotiation)

(integrative negotiation) (long-term)

2-3-1

2-3- 1

pure conflict
pure 

coordination
mixed motive

( )

(distributive negotiation) (integrative negotiation) 

WP2P

WP2P

(zone of agreement 2-3-2 )[38] WP2P
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2-3- 2 [38]


